NNT TRIPWIRE ALTERNATIVE
CASE STUDY
ESTABLISHED TELECOM COMPANY PULLS BACK FROM THE BRINK OF PURCHASING TRIPWIRE® AND
INSTEAD SELECTS NNT TO ENSURE PCI DSS COMPLIANCE
Maintaining ‘Level 1’ PCI Compliance

Continuous compliance - Intelligent change control

BCH Digital, an established provider of IVR-based call management
services, is using New Net Technologies’ (NNT) Change Tracker Enterprise solution to ensure the compliance of its telephone card payment service with the stringent Level 1 Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI-DSS).

NNT makes PCI DSS compliance simple; combining device hardening,
event log management, change and configuration management and
file integrity monitoring into one, easy-to-use solution. Its Change
Tracker™ system auditing and change detection solution provides fast
and efficient auditing of all devices via hardening templates for all
security and governance policies.

Part of an elite group of Level 1 PCI-DSS approved service providers
in the UK, BCH Digital offers telecommunications services to clients
ranging from small start-up companies to large blue chip organisations; one of these being its PayTel hosted telephone card payment
service through which it enables clients to securely process card payments. The stringency of the Level 1 PCI-DSS compliance is such that
BCH Digital is independently audited annually against the most recent
regulations, currently standing at around two thousand requirements;
and must also pass external quarterly network scans. The security of
the PayTel service is therefore key for both BCH Digital and its clients.
Chris Johnson, Technical Manager, BCH Digital explains, “Part of the
PCI compliance mandate requires organisations to ensure various file
tracking and monitoring systems are in place. We faced a formidable
obstacle in finding a solution that could help us with PCI as well as
being easy to use and full-featured. We trialled Tripwire® but did not
purchase it. We were primed to do so – we had quotes and everything
ready for sign off but we had a few support issues whilst testing it
out and basically the level of support was so bad we got to the point
we didn’t feel we could go forward with them. We asked around and
someone pointed us to NNT and, well, the rest, as they say is history!”

A complete IT compliance and security solution
“The difference between the alternative product we tried and NNT
was extremely clear; NNT was very responsive from the outset and
committed to everything we needed to go live with the solution immediately. Four years later, I’m pleased to say our relationship with NNT
is as strong today as it was when we first started using their service.
Their support is first class and they’ve always had a fast response time
to any of our queries. In fact on one occasion during an audit, an assessor raised an issue so we decided to email NNT whilst the assessor
was still with us. He was blown away that that within five minutes we
had someone on the phone and everything had been resolved.”

Mark Kedgley, CTO, New Net Technologies, adds, “As a company
we are delighted that Change Tracker™ has given BCH Digital the
confidence to deliver its telecoms software which has allowed them to
grow as a business. Our security solutions allow businesses of all sizes
and complexity to reduce their risk profile, and establish and maintain
a hardened IT infrastructure in a simple and cost-effective manner.”
Chris Johnson concludes, “Looking into the future, with NNT’s solution
we are sure that we will continue to pass PCI-DSS audits and continue
to remain compliant. NNT is providing us with a high-class service and
solution that is not only enabling us to deliver a business-critical level
of security, but it is a key component of our – and our clients’ – ongoing business growth.”
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Level 1 Merchants handle in excess of 6 Million payment card transactions each year and must undergo a
stringent PCI audit annually by an independent Qualified
Security Assessor
NNT Change Tracker provides solutions to PCI DSS
requirements for system hardening, change control,
malware protection and file integrity monitoring
PCI DSS Requirement 2 references CIS Benchmarks as the
primary recommended source of hardening checklists
and NNT is now an elite ‘CIS Certified Vendor’, delivering
verified-accurate CIS audits
NNT solutions are now trusted to maintain PCI DSS
compliance for hundreds of QSA-audited deployments
around the world

About NNT

NNT Change Tracker Enterprise™ delivers market-leading File Integrity Monitoring for any security and compliance initiative.
Approved by hundreds of independent Auditors, QSAs and security specialists operating in all countries across the globe,
NNT Change Tracker Enterprise™ protects banks, government departments and agencies, financial services providers, retailers,
gaming resorts and restaurant chains, as well as airlines, museums and not-for-profit organizations. NNT Change Tracker
Enterprise™ audits your IT estate for compliance with best practices in security configuration, provides real-time, zero day
malware protection and protects systems from any unauthorized changes: Easiest to use - Most Fully Featured - Most Affordable
W: www.newnettechnologies.com
E: info@nntws.com
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